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Navigations Systems Section 

This paper shows the feosibility of using Vety Long h e l i n e  Interferometric &to 
ocquired by the Deep Space Netwnrk to navigote highly ellipticol Eorth orbiting satellites. 
The mission orbit of the Ion Release Module of the Active Magnetospheric &tide 
Tmcer Explorers is used os o reference for developing stmtegies and provicles the fmt 
opportunity for o possible flight demonstration with a spacecmft in o high& ellipticol 
orbit. 

The novigotion accuracy improvements achievable with VLBl and AVLBl data types 
ore determined for comparison with the tloppler capobr1i:y. Preferred VLBI &to ocquisi- 
tion stm?egies are developed to ochiew optimum 1. (, rtioii performance and to minimize 
ontenno support requirements. The sensitivity of the VLB! novigation occumcy to the 
boseline orieniotion relative to the orbit plane is examined, as ore the effects of mojor 
error sources such os grovitotionol harmonics and otmospheric drug. 

The results showed that strategies using widebond AVLBI meosurements taken neor 
periopse performed best, determining l o  opoapse position to on order of  magnitude 
better than convention01 doppler. A similar opprooch using narrowbond AVLBl neor 
periopse achieves results compomble to the doppler capability. Overall, VLBI measure- 
ment: put . , iml  os well or better than stmteqies using convearionot doppler. while sub- 
stantially reducing the requircd ontenno support. 

1. Introduction 
For many years both Earth-orbiting and interplanetary 

spacecraft have been successfully navigated using conventi~nal 
radio metric doppler and range measurements acquired by a 
worldwide network of ground stations. These techniques have 
served well but have often required either numerous or long 

data acquisition passes to achieve the desired navigation 
accuracies. As the number of missions to be supported in- 
creases and navigation accuracies become more demanding, 
resulting increases in antenna committments often lead to 
overloading. The rec.ent development and application of Very 
Long Baseline Interferometry WLBI) technology have served 
not only to improve the achievable navigation accuracies for 
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dcep space missions such as Voyager, but also t o  reduce the 
antenna support needed for these missions. 

Future interplanetary navigation is expected to rely on 
VLBI for the determination of the geocentric angular position 
and velocity of deep space probes (Ref. 1). This technique 
uses two widely separated tracking stations to  simultaneously 
receive a signal broadcast by a beacon onboard the space- 
craf,. Cross-correlation of the received signals provides a 
precise measure of the differential time delay for wide band- 
width signals, and the rate of change of time delay for narrow 
bandwidth signals. By alternately tracking the probe and a 
nearby extra galactic radio source (EGRS, or quasar) of 
known location, a doubly-differenccd one-way measurement 
(AVLBI) is constructed which is insensitive to major error 
sources common to each downlink. Differencing the two 
signals cancels common ground and spacecraft error sources 
and reduces the effects of transmission media. timing, polar 
motion, and station location uncertainties. The degree of 
error reduction depends on the spacecraft-quasar angular 
separation. In addition to  eliminating the need for an uplink, 
the VLBl technique significantly reduces the antenna support 
requirements, with a typical measurement requiring from 5 to  
10 minutes of acquisition time. 

Two basic types of AVLBl measurements have been used 
for deep space navigation. For a spacecraft with a wideband 
transponder, a differential one-way range (ADOR) is acquired 
with a typical lo random measurement error of 15 cm. If only 
a narrow band spacecraft signal is available then the AVLBl 
technique prwides a measure of the instantaneous rate of 
change of the delay with a typical la accuracy of 0.1 mm/s. 
Observations from two nearly orthogonal baselines are re- 
quired to simcltaneously resolve the geocentric right ascen- 
sion and declination. 

A restricted bandwidth form of ADOR is currently being 
used for Voyager navigation. With a bandwidth of 14 Mhz, 
accuracies of 70 nanoradians have been achieved (Ref. 2). 
Calileo will be !he first deep space mission to carry a wideband 
transponder specifically for ADOR acquisition. With the 
38 Mhz bandwidth, accuracies of 50 nanoradians are ex- 
pected (J. 8. Thomas, “An Error Analysis for Calileo Angular 
Position Measurements with the Block I ADOR System,” 
JPL Internal Memorandum, EV 335-26, Nov., 1981). The 
narrowband form has proven to be primarily useful for navi- 
gation of planetary orbiters. Covariance studies have shown 
that for a low altitude circular orbiter such as the Venus 
Orbiting Imaging Radar mission, narrowband data are neces- 
sary to dete,mine the orbit plane orientation (Ref. 3) .  

There are future plans to demonstrate the cse of ADOR 
for geosynchronous orbit determination using data acquired 
from the Air Force DSCC I1 satellite. Covariance studies 

have shown a potential accuracy of 5-10 meters can be 
achieved for this application (Ref. 4). 

For deep space applications, the heliocentric angular posi- 
tion and velocity of the probe are relatively constant over a 
single overlap period. Because of the large distance between 
the probe and the stations, we may assume that the topocen- 
tric and geocentric directions to thb probe are equal; hence a 
DOR observa!ion will determine the angle between the station 
baseline and the direction to  the probe. For a highly elliptical 
Earth orbiter, DOR observations that are not near periapse 
will provide similar angular information. Since the angular 
change for an Earth orbiter may be considerable over a single 
overlap period, frequent DOR measurements across the over- 
lap will also provide precise angular rate information. 

In this paper we wish t o  determine the navigation accur- 
acies achievable for a highly elliptical Earth orbiter using 
ADOR. D 0 3 ,  and NBAVLBI measurements for direct com- 
parison with the capabilities of conyentional two-way doppler 
and range. We will also define a convenient means of observing 
the information content of VLBI measurements in terms of 
orbit geometry. First we will describe the DSN station viewing 
geometries of the reference orbit for the acquisition of both 
conventional and VLBl measurements. 

II. The Reference Orbit and DSN 

A. Referenceorbit 

Viewing Geometries 

3 u r  reference orbit, that of the AMk”E/IRM spacecraft, 
is 550 km X 17.7 Re altitude with an inclination of 28.7 deg. 
The time and altitude history of this orbit. shown in Fig. I ,  
indicates that the spacecraft spends all but one hcur of each 
orbital period beyond 1 Re. With a period of 43.8 hrs, a 
series of unique viewperiods by DSN ground stations are 
provided during 1 I-day intervals whilc the spacecraft com- 
pletes 6 orbital periods. 

B. DSN Viewperiods 
The viewperiods of  the DSN complexes at Goldstone, 

Madrid, and Canberra are related to orbit position in Fig. 2. 
We see that nearly all regions about tne orbit are covered by 
the three complexes, with several tracking passes also includ- 
ing penapse. Similar, but not identical, viewperiod sets are 
repeated during subsequent I I -day intervals. This viewing 
geometry provides generous opportunities to acquire conven- 
tional radio metric doppler and range measurements at almost 
any position in the orbit. 

To acquire measurements for generating the VLBI and 
AVLEI data types, simultaneous viewing by two of the DSN 
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complexes is needed. The three DSN complexes form three 
different baselines to acquire these measurements. While we 
will not concern ourselves with other orbit geometries in this 
paper, it is important to note that the number and length of 
overlaps increase with orbital period and apoapse height, and 
that the oibital inclination dictates which stations provide the 
overlaps. Because of the 28.7deg inclination of our reference 
orbit, we found overlaps only from the GoldstoneCanberra 
and the Goldstone-Madrid baselines. There are two possible 
viewperiod overlaps from each of these baselines during each 
orbital period. A composite of the visible overlaps during a 
7-orbit sequence is showq for each baseline in Fig. 3. There 
are a total of 9 overlaps available for the ColdstoneCanberra 
baseline during the initial ll-day cycle; there are 8 for 
Goldstone-Madrid. These overlaps are sequentially numbered 
and are shown to walk through the orbit, providing a different 
geometric view of the orbit with each overlap. An odd-even 
numbering scheme has been selected t o  indicate the expected 
occurrence of two overlaps during each orbital period. When 
a second overlap is not visible it is  identified, for example, 
as overlap number 13. The 12th overlap for each baseline 
occurs during the 7th orbit and is included to illustrate the 
repetition of the viewing geometry following the fundamental 
6-orbit cycle. Table 1 lists the individual orbit numbers iden- 
tified in Fig. 3, and defines the dura!ion and total true 
anomaly change of each visible overlq 

111. Navigation System Error Model 
Our referenc: orbit spends approximately 90% of the 

43.8-hr period beyond 5 Re, as shown in Fig. 1. Such an orbit 
increases the effects of solar and lunar gravitational perturba- 
tions, causing the periapse altitudes over an annual cycle to 
be as low as 290 km (Ref. 5) .  This results in measurable 
atmospheric drag and increases the orbit sensitivity to  uncer- 
tainties in the Earth’s geopotential field and gravitational 
constant (GM). 

The error model used in this navigation study includes 
the effects of uncertainties in the Earth’s geopotential field 
and GM, the lunar GM and ephemeris, solar pressure and flux, 
atmospheric drag coefficient, and tropospheric refraction. 
In addition, the effects of station location and timing uncer- 
tairrties on the accuracy of the orbit are also modelled. The 
l o  uncertainties in each error source are presented in Table 2. 
These error sources will be treated as considered parameters 
in a batch filter process in which we will usually estimate 
only the spacecraft state prior to  the data arc. 

In this study uncertainties in the Earth’s geopotential fieid 
are representcd by a lumped parameter model, defined by scal- 
ing the difference between two independent geopotential 
models. In our study we use 75% of the difference betdeen 

APL (Applied Physics Laboratory) and S A 0  (Smithsonian 
Astrophysical Observatory) 8 X  8 models to represent the 
uncertainty in the geopotential field. It  will later be shown 
that this error source dominates the total achievable navigation 
accuracy when using VLBl for our Earth orbiter application, 
and that the achievable navigation accuracy may be improved 
by using a more accurate geopotential model. 

IV. Navigation Capability Using Doppler 
and Range 

The navigation Capability using conventional two-way 
doppler and range is established to provide a reference against 
which the performance of candidate strategies using VLBl and 
AVLBI can be compared. This reference represents an opera- 
tionally realistic navigation strategy capable of satisfying orbit 
accuracy for both science and DSN antenna acquisition re- 
quirements for an IRM-like orbit. We have conservatively re- 
stricted our data acquisition strategies to viewperiods k90 deg 
of true anomaly away from periapse (228 min) to avoid the 
possible presence of high antenna-relative angular rates. 

To develop our reference strategy we first examined the use 
of doppler alone, initially for a sirigle station at each DSN 
complex, then for each of the three possible two-complex 
pairs, and finally for a station from each of the three com- 
plexes. These strategies were analyzed using the navigation sys- 
tem error model presented in Table 2. We have considered 
each error source while estimating only the spacecraft state. In 
each case the definitive orbit accuracy was based on a single 
30-min pass per day for each station for 10 consecutive days. 
These passes were taken from the center of each available 
viewperiod (r-e Fig. 2). Orbit errors were then propagated for 
an additione 10 days. The largest definitive position un- 
certainties were found to occur near apoapse. The 3a RSS 
apoapse position accuracies achievable by different station 
combinations are compared to a typical 30 DSN antenna ac- 
quisition requirement in Fig. 4. The best single-station perfor- 
mance is obtained by Goldstone, while the best two-station 
strategy is provided by the Goldstone-Canberra combination. 
When data from Madrid are added to those data from the 
Goldstone-Canberra pair, very little improvement 1 ~ 1  orbit 
accuracy is realized. Adding a single range point tp each 
doppler pass also results in only modest improvements. There- 
fore, we have chosen to adopt the Goldstone-Canberra strategy 
using doppler alone as our reference capability for ccnven- 
tional radio metric data. 

In Fig. 5 we have aecomposed the total l o  RSS positirn 
uncertainties for the doppler strategy into the individual con- 
tributions due to data noise and considered parameters. Data 
noise errors are decomposed into radial, croos-track, and 
alongtrack components. In the definitive phase, data noise 
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dominates the total position uncertainty, with maximum RSS 
totals occurring near apoapse. The radial component was 
determined most accurately, as expected for a doppler strat- 
egy, while the relatively large magnitude of the cross-track 
component indicates the difficulty of using doppler to deter- 
mine orbit plane orientation. In the predictive phase, on the 
other hand, total position uncertainty was dominated by 
considered parameters. By t l i i p  time accumulating velocity 
errors due to gravitational harmonics resulted in orbital period 
errors which shifted associated position errors to  the periapse 
region. 

A breakdown of the total position error into the contribu- 
tions of data noise and considered parameters is presented in 
Fig. 6 for both the apoapse and periapse regions of the orbit. 
Near apoapse both definitive and predictive phases perform 
similarly, with uncertainties dominated by data noise. The 
smaller effects of the considered parameters are primarily due 
to the Earth’s geopotential field and gravitational constant, 
and to a lesser extent tc; atmospheric drag. Near periapse both 
the defiiitive and predictive uncertainties are dominated by 
errors in the geopotential field. Accuracy improvement near 
apoapse is best achieved by increasing the amount of data to 
overcome the effects of the data noise, rather than by estimat- 
ing one or more of the considered parameters. To improve the 
accuracy near periapse would require an improved estimate of 
the geopotential field. Because we are represeating this error 
source as a lumped parameter, we could not isolate the effects 
of individual harmonics in our estimation process. 

V. Navigation StraWgies Using VLBl Data 
A. VLBlOataContent 

In this section o w  objective is to  qualitatively anticipate 
the characteristics of VLBI data value for a highly elliptical 
Earth orbiter based on our experience with deep space applica- 
tions. The covariance analysis used to estimate the navigation 
performance will examine the sensitivity of VLBI strategies to 
orbit geometry, (lata sampling rate, and baseline selection. 

Geocentric angular position and velocity are relatively con- 
stant for deep space probes across typical VLBl uata acquisi- 
tion viewperiods. As a result, the use of weekly ADOR obser- 
vations is adequate. Velocity dnd acceleration estimates are 
obtained by sampling over intervals up to  several weeks. The 
motion of the probe relative to the central body is inferred 
from a combination of dynamic modelling and angular accel- 
erations. By comparison, the time scale for our highly elliptical 
orbiter application is considerably compressed. Geocentric 
angular changes may be very large over a single ADOR viewing 
opportunity. Consequently, data strategies using frequent 
sampling over a single pass may be quite typical. 

The VLBl measurement provides an instantaneous measure 
of the angle between the baseline and the probe. If the base- 
line lies entirely in the orbit plane, successive VLBl measure- 
ments would provide in-plane angular position and dngular 
rates relative to  this baseline. A baseline orthogonal tp I 

plane would yield information about the orbit plaw . .L- 
tion. The time history of the angle between the bar .e and 
the projection of the baseline in the orbit plane, which is dis. 
played in Fig. 7, shows that the Goldstone-Canberra baspline 
inclination angle varies from 62 to 72 deg, and from 12 tr 
30 deg for Goldstone-Madrid. Based on these trends, we m iy 
expect that data from both baselines will be required to  re- 
solve both the position and velocity. 

In addition to the averape trend of the inclination histories, 
we are also interested in the variation within each overlap. 
When the variatior. is greatest we can expect to observe the 
greatest change in baseline-relative spacecraft motion since all 
overlaps will have Earth-rotation effects in common.-In Fig. 7 
the #8 overlap for the Goldstone-Madrid baseline has an 
inclination trend which is dramatically dTerent from those of 
all the other overlaps shown for either baseline. Figure 3 
illustrates that this overlap occurs near periapse, and that there 
are only two such overlaps available during the 1 I-day cycle, 
one for a c h  baseline. We will later demonstrate that there is 
considerably more information content in these two overlaps 
than in all of the other available overlaps combined. 

B. Navigation Strategk8 Uslng ADOR 

Initially the navigation capabilities iwng ADOR strategies 
are developed and compared with DOR strategies, and then 
both are compared to  our reference doppler capabilities. The 
use of ADOR req;+ires the availability c f  a nearby quasar, as 
the improved accuracy of this measurenent results from the 
elimination of station clock synchronization errors and the 
reduction of sensitivity to media effects. by differencing space- 
craft and quasar VLBI observables. We have assumed quasar 
availability and have used the ADOR noise and bias values in 
Table 2 for our studies. 

To develop our ADOR strategies we separately exsmined 
the performance for each baseline using all overlaps visible dur- 
ing the 1 1-day cycle (Fig. 3). To reflect changes in information 
content across each overlap in our analysis, a single measure- 
ment near the beginning, the middle, and the end of each over- 
lap was selected. We first examined the capability using only 
the center measurement, then both end points, and finally all 
three points. From this process it was determined that the 
Goldstone-Canberra baseline performed somewhat better than 
Goldstone-Madrid. Figure 8(b) compares the capability of the 
I- ,  2-, and 3-poiut strategies for the GoldstoneXanberra base- 
line, illustrating the lo RSS position uncertainty for a 10-day 
definitive period and a predictive interval of an additional 
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IO days. The Jeflnitive accuracy of the 2-point strategy is an 
order-of-magnitude better than the singlepoint case and per- 
formed essentially the same as the %point strategy. We observe 
better performance from the multiple-pomt strategies because 
these measuremects are acquired at different true anomalies, 
providing in-plane angular position information across the 
overlap that is not possible using the single measurement. All 
three ADOR strategies demonstrate similar predictive uncer- 
tainties due to  the dominating influence of gravitational har- 
monics. One can also see that the capability of the single-point 
strategy compares favorably with the doppler capability pro- 
vided for reference in Fig.8(a). At once we see a means of 
matchiz  the dopp:er results, but with significantly fewer mea- 
surments. With these results we adopted the 2-point strategy as 
a ADOR reference for comparison with other possibilities. 

Our next objective was to understand the sensitivity of the 
measurements from each overlap as a function of orbit geom- 
etry. We earlier alleged, using data in Fig. 7 and Table 2, that 
large changes in the true anomaly during an overlar reflected 
large changes in baseline-relative spacecraft dynamics, and that 
we might expect to  benefit from such geometry. In fact, we 
have already witnessed this effect in arriving at our 2-point 
reference strategy. Not surprisingly, Tabie 2 identifies the larg- 
est changes in true anomaly as occuring near periapse. To gain 
a measure of the data strength of the single periapse overlap 
ccntained in our Goldstone-Canberra baseline, we removed it 
from our data set. The capabilities of the 2-point strategy with 
and without the data from the single periapse overlap are com- 
pared in Fig. 8(c). Here, the definitive orbit accuracy degrades 
an order-of-magnitude when the periapse data is omitted, and 
;ends to  perform cimilar to our doppler strategy. However, 
both strategies y W  similar maximum predictive accuracies 
due to the dominant effects of uncertainties in the Earth's geo- 
potential field. 

With the influence of the periapse data established, we next 
evaluated the performance using only the periapse data. The 
use of 3 points spanning the periapse overlap from either base- 
line representeti an extremely underdetermined system. It is 
operationally feasible to collect data for a single ADOR mea- 
surement once every 10 min, inciuding acquiring a nearby qua- 
sar. Even with this increased sampling rate a single baseline still 
performed poorly. However, as we see in Fig. 8(d), when we 
combine 3 points from each baseline, the results nre compara- 
ble to our original 2-point strategy when all 9 overlaps from 
the Goldstone.Canberra baseline were used. One can see that 
the position uncertainties obtained by the two strategies fol- 
low each oinet reasonably well except near periapse #&I. Here 
our two-bdseline periapse strategy performs better because it 
contains the powerful Goldstone-Madrid periapse datr 'hat ?re 
naturally missing from the Goldstone-Canberra ?-point strat- 
egy. In Fig. 8(e) we see that our ADOR periapse s!riitbgy 

determines the lo apoapse position to  about 285 m, compared 
to 3800 m for our doppler strategy. 

We have r ;composed the total lo  RSS position uncertainty 
for our ADOR periapse strategy into radial, cross-t,ack, a d  
along-track components in Fig. 9. In addition, Fig. IO shows a 
similar decomposition of the data noise contribution. Compar- 
ison of Figs. 9 and IO indicates our ADOR strattgy is lomina- 
ted by the effects of considered parameters. ?.loo, when one 
compares the data noise contribution in Fig. !il to those for 
doppler in Fig. 5 ,  it is clear that the i n f o r m a t h  content of 
the ADOR measurements a'lows for two order magnitude 
reduction in data noise. 

From the data in Fig. 9 it k e v i k :  inat ti.. 2 w+tr'.:k 
position component is the best-determined. The rather broad 
sinusoidal signature p e a k  near each apoapse and pidicts  
about as well as it iJ d e t e r m i d .  Approximately 90% of it.? 
signature amplitude is due to uncertainties in the Earth's geo- 
potential field. We expected the cross-track component to  be 
determined fairly well since our Goldstone-Canberra baseline 
provided strong out-of-plane information. 

The alongtrack component shown in Fig. 9 exhibits maxi- 
mum amplitude near periapse, primarily due to  uncertainties 
in the Earth's geopotential field. This trend continues during 
the predictive phase as weli, although atmospheric drag effects 
grow from a negligible contribution at the beginning of this 
period to  a sizable 40% at the end. By this time atmospheric 
drag has induced an orbital period uncertainty of about 5 min. 
We atttmpted to  estimate drag ioefficient but found that 
there was insufficient information content in our ADOR mea- 
surements to confidently estimate this parameter. 

During the definitive tirn.: period the radial componsnt 
exhibits a sinusoidal behavior with maximum and minimu. 
points occu-ing near alternating periapse epochs. Both ( 

tremes are dominated by contributions of the Earth's geop 
tential field. The predictive position uncertainty peaks near 
periapse and is also dominated by the effects of the Earth's 
geopotential field. Like the alongtrack component, the radial 
component has a negligible drag contribution at the beginying 
of the predictive period that grqws to about 40% by the end. 

The following were accomplished using ADOR mearure- 
ments hcquired at periapse by two orthogonal baselines: 

( I )  The in-plai!e angular position was defined well by the 
Goldstone-Mr drid baseline ; 

(2) The orbit orientation was defined well by the Gold- 
stone-Canberra biseline; 
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(3) Some angular rdte information was provided by each 
baseline because of the large true anomaly changes 
which occurred during each wer1ap;and 

(4) The sensitivity to gravity harmonics was reduced by 
the combination of two baselines. 

C. Strategies Using DOR 
Differenced one-way range (DOK) is xquired in a manner 

similar to that of ADOR, except that quasar acquisition is not 
necessary. However, the ability to remove errors common to 
each downlink through double-differencing in also eliminated, 
and therefore increases the effective measurement noise and 
bias (see Table 2). With these larger measurement uncertainties 
we evaluated the performance of thc DOR strategy using the 
same two-baseline periapse data acquisition scenario previously 
developed for ADOR. We observed very little difference in 
overall performance between DOR and ADOR due to  the 
dominant influence of uncertainties in the Earth’s geopotential 
field. These results were obtained using an error magnitude 
equal to  75% of the lumped parameter difference in two inde- 
pendent geopotential models. Improvement in the geopoten- 
tial model would directly improve the performance of both 
the ADOR and DOR strategies. We have evaluated the perfor- 
mance of the two strategies, assuming a much smaller error 
magnitude of 5%. and the results are compared in Fig. 8(f). 
Both strategies provided substantially improved performance 
duricg the definitive phase, hut the greatest improvemeirt is 
realized during the predictive ph.iw. Now the difference in the 
ADOR and DOR performance is doe specifically to  the dif- 
ferences in the data noise and bias values used for the LWHS 

strategies. 

The .apability of the doppler strategy using tl :7 jieopo- 
tential model was compared to our reference ca,. 2nd found 
to be similar since data . 1qe is the primary source of positioii 
uncertainty. 

0. Strategies Using Narrowband AVLBI 

A briei evaluation of the capabilities of narrowband AVLBl 
showed that the perfcrmance of this measurement type is very 
similar to that of doppler. Like the other VLBI strategies we 
have evaluated, NBAVLBl performance was domir.ded by un- 

certainties in the geopotential model. This conclusion is based 
on the results of a strategy using the same two-baseline peri- 
apse s..riiario we used for AJIOR. Although this strategy per- 
forms nt, ociter than doppler, it is possible to  achieve this 
capability with only 3 measurements from each of two pen- 
apse overlaps, compared to  a much larger antenna commit- 
ment required for the doppler strategy. 

VI. Conclusions 
The ;dts  of cur dovariance analysis demonstrate that for 

an IRM-type Earth orbiter, an order-of-magnitude improve- 
ment in defmitive position accuracies can be achiever1 using 
VLBI data in place of doppler with a significant reduction in 
antenna support requireTents. There is a 10: 1 reduction in the 
number of data acquisition passes and a !OO: 1 reduction in the 
total number of measurements. 

By evaluating the sensitivity of VLBI measurements in 
terms of orbit geometry we found that data acquired near 
periapse performed best due to the large true anomaly changes 
across the orrerlap. The use of two orthogonal baselines de- 
fined both the in-plane ankvlar pcjsition and the orbit plar;; 
orientation. 

We showed that ADOR and DOR strategies performed simi- 
larly due IO the dominant influence of uncertainties in the 
Earth’s geopotential field. Even when the navigation perfor- 
mance was evaluated for an improved geopotential model, it 
was found that the difference in ADOR and DOR capabilities 
was not significant. As a result it woiild be feasible to use DOR 
frategies in place of ADOR and avoid the requirement for a 
nearby quasar. The use of NBAVLBI does not show the same 
potential as ADOR and DOR, although it can match doppler 
performance with much less antenna support. 

Based on the results of this study the use of V U ;  and 
AVLBI measurements for navigating a highly elliptical Earth 
orbiter like the AMPTEIIRM appears ery prcimising. The 
AMPTE mission will be launched in August 1984 and at  that 
time it may be possible to  conduct in-flight demonstrations 
and compare th, results with those presented here. 
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GoldstoneCanberra Baseline ColdstoneMadrid Baseline 
Orbit Duration True anomaly Orbit Duration True anomaly ndmber 

number (hh:mm) change. deg number (hh: mm) Chance. d% 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

1 
I 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
1 
7 

03:41 

03:42 
02:04 
03:40 
03:31 
03:37 
03:39 
03:29 
03:41 

03:41 

* 

4.06 

3.89 
112.1 1 

4.06 
11.69 
4.75 
6.24 
6 5 5  
4.64 

4.02 
* 

1 
1 
2 
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3 
3 
4 
4 5  
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6 
6 
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03:08 
01:04 
02:46 
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02:09 
0 4 5 4  
01:46 
03: 10 
01:11 
02:46 
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* 

* 

5.21 
2.25 
3.39 

2.63 

2.27 
214.86 

2.04 
8.58 
1.72 
4.26 

* 

*Not visible 

Error source One-Sigma uncertainty 

Earth geopotentiel field 

Earth GM 
Lunar GM 
Lunar ephemeris 
Drag coefficient 

Solar pressure 
Solar flux 
Tropospheric refraction 
Stattop timing error 
Station location 

For dopplerlranp: 
Local X and Y 
Local z 

For VLBI data types 
Two-way doppler noise 
Range (continuous wave) 

Noise 
Bias 

ADOR 
Noise 
Bias 

Noise 
Bias 

DOR 

NBAVLBI noise 

75% of SAOAPL 8 X 8 model 
difference to consider; 
100% to estimate 

GM x 
GM X 

100 m each axis 
50% of nominal to consider 

10% of nominal reflectivity 
30% of nominal 
10% of nominal 
1 ms 

100% of nominal to estimate 

5 m  
15 m 
0.8 m interstation baseEne 
2 cmlsec 

1000 m (deweighted) 
I5 m 

0.15 m 
0.20 m 

0.3 m 
3.1 m 
0.1 mmlsec 
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